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LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT

THE USE OF HONG KONG STAMPS
BY Axel Olsson

1. After Queen Victoria died, stamps of
Hong Kong bearing her image could still
be used, well into the reign of her successor,
Edward VII, in tandem with Edwardian
stamps isued beginning in 1903. But
following the death of King Edward VII in
1910, Hong Kong issued a new series of

definitive stamps in 1912 bearing the
portrait of King George V.

2. There must have been a ban on the use
or a recall of King Edward VII stamps,
because  combinations of the two reigns on
postal items are rarely found originating
from Hong Kong, although some examples
have been found on those used in the Treaty
Ports in China (they were under British rule
until shortly before WWII).

3. However, there are many examples of
combination King George V & King
George VI usage of regular Hong Kong
stamps on cards and letters up until 1946,
nine years after the coronation of King
George VI, except, of course, during the
period 1942-45 when the Colony was under
Japanese Occupation.

4. Stamps of King George VI continued to
be valid for postage in Hong Kong for more
than a decade after his death even though
there was never any shortage of those issued
in 1954 bearing a portrait of Queen
Elizabeth by Dorothy Wilding. Perhaps
due to an oversight, the Post Office

eventually declared King George VI stamps
to be obsolete as late as 1961.

5. In 1965 the Postmaster General in Hong
Kong made a blunder by announcing in the
Government Gazette that all postage stamps
issued prior to that date would be henceforth

null and void, perhaps as a means of clearing
the books and starting afresh.

6. This did not sit well with one local
philatelist who was a legal eagle. He wrote
to the papers questioning the case for such
an action, saying there never had been a
public notice at the time of sale of the stamps
that there was a time limit attached to their
usage.

7. The PMG consulted the Legal
Department and realized his mistake. No
further such notices have been issued since
although the original decree remained,
affecting only pre-1965 issues.

8. Here we see illustrated a scarce example
of how a 1970 Hong Kong cover bearing a
1963 stamp is marked “STAMP
OBSOLETE” and postage due was charged
at the destination.
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THE WINNIPEG PHILATELIC
SOCIETY

Box 1425, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z1
R.P.S.C. Chapter 86 A.P.S. Chapter 813

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President Bob Stanley
1st Vice-President Des Connor
2nd Vice-President Russ Thompson
Past President Clark Grierson
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Annual Dues Payable July 1st Each Year:

  Regular-  $20.00 Senior- $15.00
  Spouse†- $15.00 Junior- $15.00

† A spouse of a member may become a member with all
the rights, privileges and responsibilities of
membership, but does not receive The Buffalo.

Application filed July to April
Admission
Fee Dues Total

Regular $2.00 $20.00 $22.00
Others $2.00 $15.00 $17.00

Application filed April, May, June
Regular $2.00       $25.00 $27.00*
Others $2.00       $18.50 $20.50*

* includes dues for following year

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS . . . . . . . . $200.00

RENEWALS
Lapsed memberships or late renewals (paid after
September 30th of each year) are charged a
$1.00 reinstatement fee.

All new applicants must undergo a 60-day orientation
before receiving full membership privileges.

-----------------------
The Buffalo is published monthly except in July
and August. Deadline for article submissions
and advertising copy is the 15th of each month
preceding the month of issue.

-----------------------

WEBSITE: WWW.WPS.MB.CA

COMING EVENTS
Doors Open 6:00 p.m. - Business Meeting 8:00 p.m.

1st & 3rd Thursdays (except Jul. & Aug.).
Visitors always welcome.

Main Floor, Deaf Centre Manitoba, located
at the corner of 285 Pembina Hwy. & Nassau St.

2003

Oct. 02 - Business Meeting
- A.G.M.
- Auction

Oct. 16 - Business Meeting
- Presentation

Nov. 06 - Business Meeting
- Auction

Nov. 20 - Business Meeting
- Presentation

Dec. 04 - Business Meeting
- Annual Xmas Party &

Charity Auction

The first meetings of each month
reserved for Auctions.
The second meetings of each month
reserved for formal programs.

ADVERTISEMENTS

MEMBERS' ADLETS

Buffalo Advertising Rates
-1/10 page
[approximately 2 1/4" x 2 3/4"]
at $30 per year [10 issues].

Member’s Adlet
-up to 30 words
[counting an average of 5 characters per word]:

 1 issue - $1.00
 5 issues - $2.00
10 issues - $3.00

Terms of Payment
-payable to Winnipeg Philatelic Society
  in one sum at time of agreement.

Red RiverRed RiverRed RiverRed RiverRed River
Stamp BourseStamp BourseStamp BourseStamp BourseStamp Bourse

Charterhouse HotelCharterhouse HotelCharterhouse HotelCharterhouse HotelCharterhouse Hotel

October 12
9:00am - 4:00pm

Post Cards
Buy • Sell • Trade

Call
 
Ken

 

(204)
 
489-2249

kards escape.ca

@

@

Travel
Agent

     Forbes
  Sharpe

Member WPS 275-2864

P.O. Box 21090, RPO Charleswood, Winnipeg, MB  R3R 3R2
Tel/Fax (204) 831-8588

Pack Rat
Hobbies &
Collectibles

316-B Des Meurons St.
(Between Goulet & Marion)

Winnipeg, MB R2H 2N5

•••
Call Alex (204) 231–1122

•••
Stamps & Supplies

Buy • Sell • Trade • Consignments

• Wanted •
Someone who collects USA used to help fill
a want list of a European friend.

Contact: Alf Brooks
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EDITOR NOTES...
The Creative Retirement Stamp Club meets the first and third Tuesday of
every month, 1-3 PM, Holy Trinity Church Hall, 256 Smith Street.  Their
program into December looks interesting; they welcome new members.
And perhaps you have a friend who does not belong to a philatelic club; this
would be a good place to start.
Their October 7 meeting takes place at 270 Sherbrook and will feature a
presentation and discussion on how collecting has changed over the past
century.

•••••

And at the other end of the age spectrum, Gerry and Bob are anticipating
another good year with the young collectors.  Their next
meeting is Sunday, October 5, 2:00 PM, All Saints Church,
Broadway and Osborne (but use the Colony Street entrance).
Encourage youngsters you know to attend.  And they are
always willing to receive any material you have to spare,
and also would welcome your dropping in to lend a hand.

•••••

At our last meeting we decided to start our business meeting
at 7:45, beginning with our January meeting.  It is thought that this would
allow more time for auctions and presentations and still not make the end of
the meeting too late.  Of course, many show up earlier than this, liking the
informal part of the evening; by 6:30 it can be sometimes difficult to get
that favourite seat.

•••••
In a recent Linn’s article Rick Miller discusses what he labels “perverse or
illogical collecting conventions.”   He mentions a number of questionable
practices indulged in by collectors, including:

· Paying higher prices for unused letter cards of Austria and
Paraguay.  A used card has its perforated edge torn off (not able
to be opened otherwise), while a mint card is priced up to four
times more than a used example (cf. Canada Air Letters?). His
comment: “This is utterly perverse.”

· Until about 1940, he continues, USA stamps were often perforated
only between stamps, not between panes; this resulted in
some straight-edge stamps.  Even though those with straight
edges are less common than those that are perforated on
four sides, they are less valuable.  And some have perforated
straight-edge stamps to make them more valuable (how
about those stamps of Canada, 1960’s and 1970’s?).

· A third example is the mint original gum value of
older stamps being more valuable than a hinged copy.  He
cites the example of the £1 British Postal Union Congress

(Scott #209) that lacked gum; for £5 gum was added to greatly
increase the value of the stamp, from Scott catalogue value of
$650 to $1150 never hinged.  As he concludes on this one, “Is the
gum really worth $500? If it is, then stamp gum is one of the
most precious commodities known to man, far more valuable
than gold - by weight, volume or any other measure.”

An article well worth reading, it has a number of other examples.

MICHEL DEUTSCHLAND-KATALOG

2003/2004
(WITH CD-ROM MICHELSOFT EASY)

A REVIEW BY ALF BROOKS

This edition includes information on stamps issued until June
2003, with illustrations in colour.  It covers all German
collecting areas, with values now in euros.  A first is a CD-
ROM that is included.  However, the CD does not contain
information on all areas covered by the catalogue, with
information only on Saarland, DDR, BDR and Berlin.  The
CD was easy to install, the information was good and easy to
navigate, giving good reason to consider purchasing the CD
with complete catalogue information that will be available
some months from now.
The section on the “Germania” issues has been completely
revised, as has the section on the Inflation issues of the 1920’s.
Their organization makes the information easier to understand
(do not fear its being in German: a sixteen page English guide
is available to make the information accessible to English-
speaking collectors).
Most values remain stable (if one does not count on the
conversion from marks to euros with the resulting rounding
off of new values), with larger increases for stamps of the Third
Reich era and Danzig (Gdansk) with authentic cancellations.

Also received were Michel Europe Catalogues 2003/2004:
Volume 1: Western and Middle Europe; Volume 2: Southern
Europe.
The largest revision other than the conversion to euro values is
the addition of tables for extensive stamp series: Andorra
“Landscapes,” France “Marianne of Luquet” and Monaco “State
Court of Arms,” for example.  Other additions are the pre-
cancelled stamps
of Monaco and
Swiss booklets.
Some other areas,
Turkey for
example, have
been revised and
expanded.
As for prices,
most have
remained stable,
but the stamps of
Monaco, Portugal
and Yugoslavia
have shown
greater value
increases.
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AUCTION IS OPEN TO
GENERAL PUBLIC
& WPS MEMBERS

Winnipeg Philatelic Society  Auction
Saturday, November 15, 2003

Deaf Centre,  285 Pembina Hwy.
Time: 2p.m. - 5 p.m.
Preview: 1:30 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION

SWITZERLAND
BY ALF BROOKS

#1'S
· A federal state made up of twenty-six cantons
· In 1291 three mountainous regions (Uri,  Schwyz and

Unterwalden) formed a defensive league against Hapsburg
domination; other regions joined and in the 1380’s defeated
the Hapsburgs in two battles.  This is the time of the
legendary hero William Tell.

· The Helvetic Republic was established by invading French
armies in the time of Napoleon.

· The Treaty of Paris (1815) guaranteed Swiss neutrality.
· Helvetia is the romantic name for Switzerland, the name

used on postage stamps.  The Helvetii were the Celtic tribe
that inhabited the region in Roman times.

· Four official languages:  (Swiss) German 63.9%, French
19.5%, Italian 6.6%, Romansh 0.5%  (others 9.5%).

· In 1971 women were given the right to vote.
· Switzerland joined the United Nations in 2002.

The cantonal issues

ZÜRICH (1843)
· 4 rappen for a letter within the locality of the town, 6 rappen

for the rest of the canton.

GENÈVE (1843)
· 5 centimes (half of the ‘double’) for a letter in the locality of

the town, the entire ‘double’ for the rest of the canton.

BASEL (1845)
· World’s first embossed stamp; world’s first three-coloured

stamp.
· One stamp of 2 ½ rappen for letters in the town; two stamps

for the rest of the canton.

THE FEDERAL ISSUE (1850)
· Some stamps printed in German (inscription “Orts-Post”),

some in French (inscription “Poste Locale”), with the
intention of distribution for each in specific cantons.
However, each type was distributed in all cantons.
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MEETING MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 18/03
BY D. JOHNSON

• President Stanley called the meeting to order at 8:05 p.m.

GUESTS AND VISITORS:
• Jim McKutcheon from Kitchener who collects Great Britain and Canada.

NEW MEMBERS:
• John Salmi

CORRESPONDENCE:
• None

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
• Robert Zacharias: Reminded the members of the forthcoming auction on
November 15, 2003, viewing at 1:30 p.m. Lots will be limited to 300, each
person will be initially limited to 20, unless there is room within the 300.

The Germany Philatelic Society forgery manuals that are now available
from the club library.

• Bob Kenal: Announced that the Junior Stamp Club will be starting on
Sunday, Sept. 21, 2003, at All Saints Church from 2:00 to 3:30. Donations
would be welcome.

• Ken Kristjanson: Alerted members to the forthcoming charity auction
in December. All sorts of items are welcome.

• Don Fraser: Introduced new member John Salmi, who collects Finland.
He reminded members who have not paid their annual dues to do so.

• George Elias: Announced the Creative Retirement Stamp Club’s meeting
on 278 Sherbrook Street on Tuesday from 1:00 to 3:00 pm., at which the
theme will be stamp collecting.

OTHER BUSINESS:
• The president proposed that the Annual General Meeting to be held on
the first meeting in October be followed by a small auction. He asked for
opinions from the members. Sid Kroker suggested that the number of lots
be limited to 60. The members concurred.

• The President proposed that the meetings start at 7:45 p.m., rather than
8:00 p.m. The members concurred with this, and that is be started in
January, 2004.

DRAW:
• Ed Tellier, Fred Stewart, John Salmi, George Elias and Bob Harris

The President adjourned the formal portion of the meeting at 8:30 and
proceeded to introduce Len Kruczynski, who spoke on making home-made
stamp supplies.

A THANK YOU FROM BOB STANLEY

I’d like to express my appreciation to the membership for
selecting me as President of the Winnipeg Philatelic Society.
It’s an honour to serve and during the next couple of years I’ll
try to continue on in the long line of my predecessors who
have made a success of our society since its inception in 1900.
If you look around at the meetings you’ll see a number of our
Past Presidents, each of whom continues to benefit the W.P.S.
by their presence.

Our club should be and is a place to enjoy the company of
friends whose common aim is to enjoy the King of Hobbies.
Enough of the serious and mundane affects us day by day but
happily, the club exists to provide us with a break.

I’ll be counting on the sage advice of the executive committee
and couldn’t ask for a better group to work with. Our club is
blessed with both enthusiastic collectors and a solid core of
very knowledgeable people who are willing to pass on their
expertise which can only increase our enjoyment of the hobby.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

VARIETY CORNER

$2.00 POLAR BEAR DEFINITIVE (SCOTT 1698)
"BEAR & U.F.O."

34¢ POST OFFICE ISSUE (SCOTT 1122)
"BROKEN DOOR HEADER"
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ANSWER TO SPOT THE VARIETY 14

Library Notes
BY ROBERT ZACHARIAS

There were three larger donations of material made to the
club library over the summer.

• Robert Pappineau donated various older handbooks and
catalogues. Most of the handbooks are on specialized topics
that may interest a some members, mostly dealing with the
stamps of Canada.

• A member of the club has donated about 15 books dealing
mostly with British postal markings and cancellations. Among
them is a Robson Lowe for Great Britain. In this group of
books are bound copies of the Channel Islands Specialist Society
Bulletin, from 1967 to 2001.
These journals have an incredible amount of information for
anyone who collecting interest is in this area.

• George Warnock has donated about 100 issues of Topical
Time, covering mostly the 1980’s and 1990’s. Any members
that collect by topic may want to have a look through these.

• A club member who has collected the ships on stamps topical
is willing to let other members have access to his journals. He
had subscribed to The Log Book, the Official Magazine of the
Ships Stamp Society, and has the journals from the 1970’s to
2002. He also had subscribed to the Watercraft Philately journal
of the American Topical Association, and has copies of this
magazine from the 1980’s to 2002. Anyone interested in looking
at these magazine can come and see me during the meetings.

• Over the summer, several members helped move about 60
boxes that Sid Kroker had been storing for the club. The rest
of Wally Larsen’s donation of books is now at the Deaf Centre.
Thank you to Sid Kroker, Mike Goodman and Ron DeWit for
helping move these boxes, and especially to Sid and Pam for
storing the books for the WPS for the past few years.

• Two new shelves were purchased over the summer as well.
One is already up and filled with books. Thank you to Bob
Kenal for finding the shelving, and Rick Penko for helping
move it to the Deaf Centre.

• The club has purchased the Australian Specialized catalogue.
Several members are interested in the stamps of this country,
and there is a short waiting list for it.
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BUFFALO CHIPS

The first  “Europa’ issues featured
common designs for the countries in
Europe that issued them; the common
design idea continued for a number of
years.  Recently the Europa issues have
allowed countries to use designs on a
theme.
The theme for 2003 was Poster Art, with
forty-eight countries issuing stamps on
the theme, most with stamps
reproducing classic posters of the past.  PostEurop has awarded
a stamp issued by Monaco the prize as “the most beautiful
stamp” of the series.  The stamp reproduces a 1951 poster,
Jeune fille au plongeoir (a young girl on a diving board).

•••••

You may have postponed a trip to Toronto
because of the SARS outbreak this year;
many did, hurting the economy of
Toronto and Canada.  The illness
originated in China, with blame being
given to China for the early secrecy
surrounding the syndrome.  China then
initiated a campaign to eradicate SARS,
with part of their efforts to make the
public more aware of prevention a recent postage stamp.

•••••

A palindrome is a word or phrase that reads the same forwards
or backwards.  An example (the world’s first?): “Madam, I’m
Adam.”
A recent stamp of Greenland celebrates the fiftieth anniversary
of the town of Qaanaaq, possibly the first palindrome on a
postage stamp

•••••

£2.00 SLATE BLUE

MISSING CURRENCY SYMBOL
BY Robin Harris

ERROR NORMAL

This spectacular error occurs once on the ‘no dot’ pane of
200 stamps (ie. 1 in 400 stamps).

Update (Aug 26/03):
A report in the August 18, 2003 Linn’s Stamp News (a stamp
publication in the United States) quotes a spokesman for
Royal Mail as saying “Royal Mail and De La Rue are looking
into the cause of the ‘constant variety’.... I can confirm that
35,000 sheets of £2 definitive stamps were printed. The
stamps have not been withdrawn from sale, and Royal Mail
has no plans to do so because they are valid for postage.”

Update (Sep 3/03):
The report noted above was not the complete story - Royal
Mail did withdraw the missing £ sign stamps from sale on
July 31st, one month after they were initially
released, as reported by Peter Jennings FRPSL, FRGS, in
the September 2003 issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly (a journal
produced in Great Britain).

It will be interesting to know how many were recalled out
of the original 35,000 sheets.

Pairs & block of 6 are currently selling on Ebay with a price
range £75.00 - £135.00!!
(Courtesy R. Harris; www.adminware.ca/machin/m200e-var.htm)
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BLANK ALBUM PAGES
8½" x 11"

ACID FREE • WHITE • 100 LB. STOCK
IDEAL FOR FREE HAND OR COMPUTER PRINTERS

100 PAGES FOR ONLY $10.50
TO ORDER CALL:

(204) 896-3800

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

IN THE

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Name_______________________________________

Address______________________________________

City_________________________________________

Province___________Postal Code_________________

Phone_______________________________________

Collecting  Interests______________________________

__________________________________________________

_______   Regular @ $20.00

_______   Junior/Senior/Spouse @ $15.00

(add a one-time $2.00 admission fee)

If you have a friend, acquaintance or family member who

would like to join our club, please pass this application on

to them. We will supply you with a replacement Buffalo

Dear Phil,
One of the good things
about attending WPS
meetings is the coffee, offered
at a very reasonable price by
our dedicated coffee man.
But what happened at our

last two meetings?  No coffee man!  No coffee!  The
alternative was to buy a Coke or some such at a vending
machine, but this was not as good or as convenient as that
cup of coffee we had come to anticipate and savour.
Did the Executive not know of Coffee Man’s absence?  If
they did, could they not have arranged an alternative supply?

- Lacking Coffee

Dear Lacking,
While I appreciate receiving questions and attempting to answer
them, this query should have gone to the Executive; I suggest you
speak to them.  I am sure they are approachable, even though they
may not appreciate the continuing need of members for their caffeine
fix.  Or perhaps they thought that meetings were becoming too
animated, the members too rambunctious.

VARIETY CORNER

7¢ MAPLE LEAF ISSUE (SCOTT 538)
"SHAKY LEAF VARIETY"


